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Thanks in advance. If anyone was here for the last round, does not necessarily mean you could not help me. A: As @mathematic said, str = Substring(str, 11, 5) to get the last 5 characters of the string "STUPENDOUS". Westend61's Blog Soon there will be an important announcement concerning our fledgling
blog and a new category. (Note to those in the UK: the new regulations, in the form of the Weblogging Code, specify that Blogs must have a clear and identifiable URL, and they must clearly and quickly give the location of the origin of the Blog. If you use WordPress to host your blog, you can host your own

domain name, which you can do at any hosting site and so is valid as a URL. E.g. you can do a Blog at the post about... - more - (Note to those in the UK: the new regulations, in the form of the Weblogging Code, specify that Blogs must have a clear and identifiable URL, and they must clearly and quickly give
the location of the origin of the Blog. If you use WordPress to host your blog, you can host your own domain name, which you can do at any hosting site and so is valid as a URL. E.g. you can do a Blog at the post about... - less -Twin Falls got a major piece of the Snake River Project fixed on Monday — and it
can’t wait to get started. The city joined with more than a dozen other public and private entities in the state to sign off on a long-term lease that would allow the city to proceed with construction on a major water and sewer project, called the Snake River Project. Construction costs for the entire project are
estimated at $2 billion, and officials want the city to spend all of it so it’s done sooner. Mayor Mike Fagan said the main reason the city wants to start working is to reduce its contribution to the state’s poor credit rating. The city has borrowed $113 million for construction, and the lease would allow the city to

begin construction and begin putting the rest of the money toward the project. “We’re a very good credit risk, and this should help us greatly in that regard,”
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